CEILING DIFFUSERS
SURFACE MOUNTED CEILING DIFFUSER
MODELS: AVPS, AVPSOB

SUSTAINABLE EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
Dimensions are in inches (mm)

MODEL:

AVPS
Surface mounted ceiling diffuser

AVPSOB
Surface mounted ceiling diffuser with opposed blade damper

DESCRIPTION:

1. This ceiling diffuser projects 1" from the mounting surface. The unit size increases in 3" increments, beginning with 6" x 6" as the smallest available.
2. The core of this model is fully removable for easy installation and is mounted to the frame with a snap-in/snap-out concealed spring system in listed sizes 6", 9", 12", 15" and 18". Larger sizes are attached to the frame with sheet metal screws using holes that are dimpled allowing for a counter-sunk fastener head appearance.
3. Optional screwdriver operated opposed blade damper with nylon bushings to eliminate corrosion and vibration.
4. Square and rectangular patterns are available.
5. Available in clear anodized, white or a variety of custom colors.

OPTIONS:

1. Finish
   □ ANOD Clear Anodized
   □ Custom ________________
2. Other
   □ AVPS-OB-EG
   □ AVPS-OB-SR

PROJECT:

ENGINEER:

CONTRACTOR:

AirGuide Manufacturing, LLC. reserves the right to change any information concerning product or pricing without notice.